Guide To The New UtahFutures

Where is the *Explore Careers* tool?

*(A series of five assessments that match users with careers)*
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Where is the Reality Check tool?
(An assessment that guides users through costs of living)
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Where is the Degree and Certificate Search/Degree Finder tool?
(A database of majors, minors and technical programs)
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Where is the Test Prep/LearningExpress Library tool? (A library of test prep materials for the ACT, SAT, etc.)
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Where is the Interest Profiler tool?
(An assessment that tells users their Holland code scores)
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Where is the Career Cluster tool?
(An assessment that matches users with career fields)
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Where is the School Search tool?
(A database of colleges, universities and trade schools in America)
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Where is the Scholarship Search tool?
(A database of scholarships throughout the nation)

QaCouns's Dashboard

Welcome to UtahFutures! Here you will find information, tools and assessments to help you plan your path!
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Where is *Occupation Search* tool?
(A database of careers throughout the nation)
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Where is the *Resume Builder* tool?  
(An online tool that creates a printable resume based on the information the user puts in)
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Where is the Skills Online tool?
(A database of courses to enhance knowledge and skills)
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Where is the *UtahFutures OnRamp* tool?
(An additional website that contains UtahFutures training tools for counselors and advisors)